Year 4 English Week 2
Day 1 Activity
Reading

Spelling

Day 3 Activity

Day 4 Activity

Day 5 Activity

Make sure you have some quiet time for daily reading of your own book.
Read a poem a day – see Story Time on the Q1E website.
Read ‘The Week Junior’
article: All About Recycling.

Writing

Day 2 Activity

Write answers to these
questions:
1. How much plastic gets
into the world’s oceans in
one year?
2. What is the disadvantage
of recycling paper?
3. What is one of the things
that Germany does to
encourage recycling?
4. What was the first
‘environmentally friendly’
country?
5. Drawing ideas from the
text, name two ways in
which you can reuse
something instead of
throwing it away?

Create a ‘Recycling Top
Tips’ leaflet to inform
younger readers of why
they need to recycle and
give them tips on how
they can do this both at
home and at school.

Choose one material from:
glass, metal, plastic or paper.
Research to find out more
about the recycling process of
your chosen material.
Make notes.

Share it with someone in
your family.

Possible things to research:
- How is the material
recycled?
- What are the steps?
- Where is it recycled?
- How is the recycled
material reused?
- How long does the
recycling process take?

Check the spelling lists before. Choose 5 spellings to practise.
Use the ways from school that help you remember best – see below.
You can ask someone at home to test you.

Write an explanation text
of how to recycle the
material that you
researched yesterday.
Make sure you:
- Introduce your material
- Explain step by step
how to recycle it
- Use expert language
See example explanation
text: How to recycle
clothes.

Finish, edit, revise your
explanation text.
Share it with someone
in your family.

Day 4 – Example explanation text
How to recycle clothes
Did you know that in the UK around 336,000 tonnes of unwanted clothing
gets thrown away every year? Many people are not aware that clothes can
be recycled. It involves collecting old clothing and shoes for sorting and
recycling by experts. It is important to recycle clothes so that they do not end
up in landfill sites.
The first step of clothing recycling is raising awareness so that people
know that clothes can be recycled, not just reused or donated to charity.
There are many companies that will send out bags for people to fill, which
they will then collect to sort and process for recycling. In many cities there are
also clothing recycling bins where people can drop off clothes to be
recycled.
After the clothes are collected, they are organised into three groups:
reuse, rags and fibre. Recyclers report that about one-half of clothes donated
for recycling can actually be reused. The clothing that can be reused is
repaired (if needed) and either sent to developing countries or donated to
charity shops to sell.
Clothing that is classified as ‘rags’ can be turned into industrial rags and
used for cleaning.
Finally, experts sort clothing in the ‘fibre’ group. The experts sort these
clothes by their material and colour. These materials are then pulled into fibres
or shredded to make yarn or thread. These can now be used when making
new clothing garments.

